Wilsonart® HD® Laminates with Antimicrobial Protection include a silver ion antimicrobial agent that is registered with the EPA, and is built into the laminate to protect the surface by inhibiting the growth of stain and odor-causing mold and mildew.

So, how does Antimicrobial Protection work? Classified as a treated article where the additive is registered with the EPA, Wilsonart® HD® Laminate with Antimicrobial Protection utilizes silver ions (Ag+) encapsulated in glass beads. The antimicrobial action of silver is a fundamental material property with a long history of efficacy in the health and food service industries. Silver ion technology has demonstrated broad spectrum efficacy to control/eliminate the growth of microbes in a variety of applications. The antimicrobial activity of silver ion technology is believed to result from the ions’ abilities to interfere with process critical to cell function that eventually causes cell death.

Wilsonart® HD® Laminates also feature AEON™ Enhanced Scratch and Scuff-Resistant Performance Technology for a surface that extends the usable life of the product. Perfect for training, conference, café, and meeting tables. Standard on all Enwork product and quoting today.
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How to Order
To order, simply add a ‘A’ to the end of the Wilsonart Laminate product number. Lead time is extended by 2-weeks. Pricing follows “X” and “Y” tiers as shown in the Price List.